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Postage Extra on Orders Under 10/•.

NEW ZEALAND NOTES & COMMENT by Campbell Paterson
Kingsford Smith Variety. I invite readers to look at the stars on the last two
stamps in the third row up from the bottom of the sheet on either plate--or
rather on both plates. If anyone can explain what they find there it is more
than I can. Full details in the next Newsletter.

SUPPLIES WANTED
We urgently' nee<i'newcontactsto 8upply-uswlth current maferial such as

new shades, counter coils, Plate numbers and above all, positional blocks show
ing certain plate varieties. The keen and active supplier can make a lot of
money for we pay good premiums over face value. Why not augment your in
come? Write first for details of what is wanted.

DUNEDIN EXHIBITION VARIETY
121
4d Duriedin "POSTAGF." A pedect mint copy of this well known error:... 90/-

GEORGE V MOUNTED ON ALBUM PAGES
We are breaking up a splendid mint collection and we offer it "page by page."

All lots except the first are delightfully written up in white ink on hinged, .
peg-type ("Jet") leaves.

207 Page of Ijd on Pictorial Paper. A remarkable page of eight mint blocks,
three are 14 x 14~, two 14 x 13! and three are Combined perfs. Approx. half
the stamps are without watermark. Nicely written up on "Favourite"
leaf 95/

208 Simplified Mint. Complete set of all values and colour changes (15 mint
stamps) beautifully mounted and written up on an F.G. Jet page, (the writ
ing up on all Jet pages is in white ink) 42/6d

209 Perf. 14 :x: I4!. The original 10 stamps in this perf., mint, nicely mounted
and written up on an F .G. page, plus the 1/. in the scarce salmon shade 55/.

210 Perf. 14 x 131. Similar tu the<tuove on a Jet page, the original 10 values.
mint plus an extra shade in the 6d and with extra 9d in the scarce yellow.
olive 45/-

211 Combined Perfs. The original 10 values, ljd, 2d violet, 2jd, 3d, 4d yellow,
4!d, 6d, Hd, 9d and 1/., in perfect mint blocks of 4 mounted and. beauti.
fully written up on two F.G. Jet pages. These are catalogued by us at
over £28. The valuable lot £25

212 New Colours. The 2d yellow and 4d violet in mint singles' (2 of the 2d, 4 of
the 4d) showing both peds., plus a block of each value in combined perfs.
Neat and choice on F.G. Jet page 70/-

213 Pictorial Paper. The complete mint set in singles (2 perfs. of the I jd) plus
a combined.peds. block of the lid with 2 stamps No Wmk. On a Jet page.
Another' gift at .. 25/-

214. New Values. A fine Jet page showing Combined.peds. blocks of the 5d and
8d blue plus singles of the Bd brown, Bd blue both perfs. and 2 blocks and
9 singles (all mint) written up as before (Cat. £8/11/6d) .. £7/10/0
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215 Postal History-Slogans. For some years we have been putting aside en·

velopes from our incoming mail with any reasonably legible slogans or
other postal markings which could be of interest to Postal Historians.
They have been roughly sorted to give as wide a range as possible and
little or no duplicatiOll. In certain cases they date back to 1!l50. There are

"odd First Day Covers, Meter machine impressions and so on. 'Ve can
guarantee you will be sastisfied with your bundle. Incidentally, we notice
quite a few envelopes carry Commems or Healths; also numerous surviv.
ing examples of the old type "squared circle," "sixpence" and "concentrie
circles" marks-you will find these in your lot. While they last
(a) Bundle of 38 envelopes
(b) Bundle of 53 Envelopes
Both the above offers are postage (4d) extra.

216 Healths-in quantity, superb used. 'Ve reckon that not much more than
10 per cent of all stamps come through the post in really fine condition.
Here we offer a complete range of all the Healths from 1945 to 1955 (11
years, 23 stamps) in really top class used condition. Invaluable for your
overseas correspondents and at wholesale prices.
(a) The set of 23 picked stamps HHHHHHHHH"HHHH'HH" 4/-
(b) Per i doz. sets of 23 each, picked HHHH "HHHH"HHH"HHHHHHH 23/.

217 Healths-superb used. Sindlar to the above but in some <)f the rather
searcer issues. All top class used.
(a) 1942, per pair 2/.; 1943, per pair Sd; 1944, per pair 7d

218 Dunedin Exhibition. Very difficult to get fine used. We offer the complete
set of three, mint at 16/., used at "" ""HH"HH"HHHHHH'HH""H "H"H" HHH" 22/6d

219 1923 Map Stamp. The neat little set of three, De La" Rue, Jones and Cowan
unsurfaeed papers. The set mint 5/6d; fine used H"H' 3/.
Bloeks of Maps, mint: De La Rue I/gd; Cowan unsurfaeed 11/.

220 1935 Silver Jubilee Sets and Plates.
(a) Complete set of three, mint 10/.; used HHH H'H" HHHHH"HH,HHH 12/6d
(b) Complete set of all plates used in all values, in perfeet mint bloeks of
four. !d Plates 1, 2,; Id Plates, 3, 4, 6, 7; 6d Plate 5. The searee complete
set "H' "HHHHH"HH "H ""HHHH"H HH HH 'HHHHHHH"H'HH",HH'HHHHHHHHHH,H," , H" • 70/.

221 1937 Coronation, Plates and Imprints. These are scarce today.
(a) An absolutely complete lot of all Plates and Imprint blocks. Id: IT lL,
4T 4L, 5T 5L, 6T 6L, and Imprint; 21d, 2T 2L and Imprint; 6d, 3T, 3L with
re.entry, 3L without re-entry, and Imprint 50/.
(b) The Id, 2id and 6d Imprint blocks "HHH"HHHHH"HHH"HH"HHH' HHHHH"HHH",H"H 12/6d

STAMPS & COLLECTIONS WANTED
We urgently need to buy first class N.Z. collections-the older stamps (pre.

1934) are particularly wanted and we would welcome anything like specialised
collections of Sidefaces, 1898.1907 Pictorials, Edwards, Universals, Dominions,
George V~"but we MUST buy so why not let us know what you have, what.
ever it is? Anything old on cover is always welcome, also pre.stamp covers.
special historic pieces, early Antarctica--our wants are legion!

222 1940 Centennial Rarity. The extremely scarce Plate B2 of the lid value, in
block. One of the top pair has a short perf. corner so we offer this as a per-
fect pair with Plate No. B2 HHH"HHH "H"H"H"H",HH'H' HHH £6

223 1957 Health. Upright Wmk. A" is known ,the only 19,,7 (Beach Scenes)
Healths with upright wmk. are from the limited second printing of Minia.
ture Sheets. \Ve believe that fine used eopies are really good holding, for
few sheets would be broken up. \Vhile they last, we have complete fine used
sets with upright watermark. Per set HHHHHHH'HHH"H"HHH""HHH"HH"HHHHHH"HHHHHH 2/6d

224 George VI Booklet Panes. A special offer of scarce Geo. VI Booklet panes.
These show some steel-rust marks at the stapling holes but otherwise very
fine. No fungoid rust.
(a) Id pane with Plate No. 5 on selvedge (Cat. 40/_) HHHH.

(b) Id pane Plate No. 5, inverted watermark (Cat. 50/.)
(c) Id pane, no plate number, wmk. inverted (Cat. 35/.) H'H"

Id) id pane, inverted watermark (Cat. 40/-) H"HH"HHHHH"HHH"HHHHH

225 Stock Books. From a collection recently bought. Three used Pim's
In fine condition.. almost as new, stout and as strong as when made.
leaved and with slots in pale blue linen traeing cloth. Each HH"H"HHH,H'H
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